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Lesson 8 
website Design 

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
 It’s the standard programming language used to create web pages 

 It describes the structure of a web page and consists of series of element  

The building blocks of web pages are: 

 Heading 

 Paragraph  

 Links  

 Images  

Web browser read HTML document and display the content 

according to the HTML tag  

Tag have three main parts  

 An opening tag 

 The content 

 A closing tag 
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Identify these tag  

Large heading  <h1>  large heading </h1> 
Subheading  <h2> subheading  </h2> 
Smaller subheading  <h6> smaller subheading </h6> 
Paragraph  <p>= to create paragraph  

</p> = ending of paragraph tag  
Font size  <font size  =”1” > ,<front size =”7”> 
Font color  <font color = red ><font color =”red”> 
Hyperlink  <a href =”link”>visit the Egyptian knowledge 

bank </a> 
Emphasize text (italic ) <i> emphasized </i> 
Bold text  <strong > bold text </strong> 
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lesson 2 
How to deal with electronic games ? 

 Electronic games which are played over the internet with friends, can be a lot 

of fun to play. 

 Electronic games can help to promote critical and creative thinking, and 

encourage teamwork  

 Online games can be fun to play but they can impact health. 

There are several disadvantages of electronic games 

1. Physical dangers 

2. Psychological dangers 

3. Security dangers 

Physical dangers  

 Playing too often can affect your sleep cycle. 

 It may keep you stimulated and prevent from falling a sleep. 

 It can strain your eyes, cause back problems because you stay hunched over 

while playing, and cause headaches. 

 There's also a danger of gaining weight because you may not be exercising or 

eating properly while playing electronic games. 

Psychological dangers  

 You may become anxious and depressed because : 

 You feel lonely in the real world Or You are being bullied online. 

Electronic games can make some people aggressive, as some games promote 

violence. 

 Electronic games can prevent some players from thinking rationally when 

facing situations. 

 All of these factors can negatively affect your relationship with family and 

friends. 
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Security dangers 

 Multiplayer games, in particular, can put your security at risk. 

 If you share too much personal information, strangers may be able to 

access your name, email, phone number, and address. 

 Large gaming communities are filled with cyberbullies. 

 Hackers can cause your information to be leaked and 

viruses are easily spread. 

 Responsible gaming 

You can limit the dangers you are exposed to by: 

Only playing games and chatting with people you know and trust. 

 Not using personal information in your username and passwords. 

 Not using a webcam. 

 You should accept limits that your parents set to prevent unhealthy gaming 

habits.  

 Make sure that gaming does not replace real-life activities like spending time 

with your family, meeting friends, homework, maintaining a healthy diet, 

getting enough exercise or sleep. 

 When you do encounter dangers, don't be afraid to tell your parents. They 

want to help you. That could include family discussions and increased 

supervision when using the internet. 
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Lesson 3 
Protecting yourself from digital theft 

It is irresponsible to leave your devices at risk by not taking proper safety 

precautions. You have learned about the importance of strong passwords. Let's 

look at some more ways you can effectively protect your devices from theft. 

Different features that you can use to protect your data 

1.Passwords  

Passwords with at least eight random letters, 

numbers, and symbols are the most secure.  

2. multi-factor authentication (MFA)  

MFA requires at least two ways of identifying yourself, 

usually through passwords, pins, and security codes or 

personal questions.  

3.Fingerprint authentication 

This type of authentication will scan your finger as a way 

of confirming it's you.  

4.Facial recognition  

Facial recognition software will scan your face 

using your  device's camera. This way, only the 

user's face can be used to open their devices or 

devices' apps. 

5.Full Encryption  

Encryption protects your information so only you can 

access it on your device, as long as you have set your 

password.  
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Companies have more responsibility than individuals to protect against 

data theft. 

 Companies in particular need to protect their websites and their customers' 

information. Therefore, Egypt has introduced the Data Protection Law to 

protect its citizens. 

 The Data Protection Law requires companies to use strict security stands to 

protect their data. 

 They must report immediately if they've been victims of data theft, and let 

their customers know immediately as well. 

It's important for individuals to report data theft. 

 You should report data theft. 

 If you think your data has been compromised, be sure to tell a parent or 

trusted adult, they can let the proper authorities know. 

 You should also tell family and friends you communicate with online. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


